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A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR SUCCESSFUL LIVING 

Scripture: Matthew 5:17-20 P-flll&v,.__e 

INTRO: A SUCCESSFUL LIFE IS NOT ACCIDENTAL. IT DOES 
NOT JUST HAPPEN. WE MUST INTEND TO LIVE SUCCESS
FULLY. BUT EVEN STRONG INTENTIONS ARE NOT ENOUGH . 
THERE IS THE NEED FOR A RELIABLE GUIDE WHICH WE CAN 
SAFELY FOLLOW. 

JUST SUCH A GUIDE IS OFFERED IN THIS PORTION OF THE 
SERMON ON THE MOUNT. CHRIST CONTENDS THAT THE LAW 
IS NOTHING LESS THAN A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR SUCCESSFUL 
LIVING. 

AT A FIRST READING IT WELL BE HELD THAT THIS IS 
THE MOST ASTONISHING STATEMENT THAT JESUS MADE IN 
THE WHOLE SERMON ON THE MOUNT. IN THIS 

LAYS DOWN THE ETERNAL CHARACTER OF THE LAW; 
AND YET PAUL CAN SAY, "CHRIST IS THE END OF THE 
RO-.M'ANS 10:4) AGAIN AND AGAIN JESUS BROKE WHAT THE 

JEWS CALLED THE LAW. HE DID NOT THE HAND 
WASHINGS THAT THE LAW LAID DOWN; HE HEALED SICK 
PEOPLE ON THE SABBATH, ALTHOUGH THE LAW FORBADE 
SUCH HEALINGS. HE WAS IN FACT CONDEMNED AND 
CRUCIFIED AS A LAW-BREAKER; AND YET HERE HE SEEMS TO 
SPEAK OF THE LAW WITH A VENERATION AND A REVERENCE 
THAT NO RABBI OR PHARISEE COULD EXCEED. 

SOME PEOPLE HAVE BEEN SO PUZZLED BY THIS SAYING 
THAT THEY HAVE COME TO THE CONCLUSION THAT JESUS 
COULD NOT HAVE SAID IT. THEY HAVE SUGGESTED THAT, 
SINCE MATTHEW IS THE MOST JEWISH OF THE GOSPELS, AND 
SINCE MATTHEW WROTE IT SPECIALLY TO CONVINCE JEWS , 
THIS IS A SAYING WHIC H MATTHEW P UT INTO JESUS' MOUTH, 
AND THAT THIS IS NOT A SAYING OF JES US AT ALL. BUT THAT 
IS A WEAK ARGUMENT, FOR THIS IS A SAYING WHICH IS 
INDEED SO UNLIKELY THAT NO ONE WOULD .HAVE 
IT; IT IS SO UNLIKELY A SAYING THAT JESUS MUST HAVE 
SAID IT; AND WHEN WE COME TO SEE WHAT IT MEANS, WE 
WILL SEE THAT IT IS INEVITABLE THAT JESUS SHOULD HAVE 
SAID IT. 
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G OF THE LAW 
- -v 
-- Note: does Jesus mean by "Law"/ when 

it as a reliable guide for successful l iving? Certainly 
hurda.n:s0me additions the Scribes had added. But 

rat her the heart and essence of the Law itself. 
Jesus simplified the law by making love central, re

ducing the 613 laws of the Scribes to the law 
God and neighbor. Thus He retained the real meaning of 
t he Law, which was reverence for God and respect for man 
In this sense Christ offers the Law as a reliable guide for 
s uc ce s sful living. 

In explaining the real meaning of the Law in verses 17 
and 20 there is (1) a fact stated, (2) a fulfillment realized 
and (3) a fiction refuted. 
I. A Fact Stat 
-- V. 7 
- - Note: There are two occasions recorded in the Gospels 
on which Jesus warned not to misjudge him. The 
f t is this occasion and when he used the 
same expression , " i nlc I m 
come to send peace on earth. " On ]He is 
issuing a "disclaimer" to popular expectations of him. 

;;,, He disclaimed at once the role of an icont cla st. He 
is no mere ciestructionist. man was ever sent of God 
t o do nothing but destroy. To tear down, to wreck, 
requires little either of heart or of brains . The most un
skilled person can destroy more in an hour than a great 
artist could build in a score of years. Jesus, therefore, 
no destro er. 
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On the other hand Christ is · ·. Jesus very 

clearly warns men not to think tha istianity is easy . 
Men might say, "Christ is the end of the law; now I can 
do what I please . Some might think that duties, all 
responsibilities, all demands are gone but they are 
not did not come to destroy the Law. d 
the law for successful living. Not the kind of burdensome 
laws the Scribes had invented but the law Chri st had come 
to fulfill! 
2 . A Fulfillment Realized 

s. 
II means II it fn its 1 

si e. 11 Jesus did not come to. scrap the old order . 
Neither did He come merely to re-establish the law of 
Moses. He came to rescue the law from its 
to · and to re-define its purpose and application. 

a u passes from high school to 
college, he does not do so to destroy what he has 
learned in his earlier years. He is undertaking to carry 
the knowledge already acquired further toward completion. 

the law. 
The old law was good, but it was not perfect. It was of 

but it was not complete. it been. so, we 
should not have needed the work of Jesus . does 
Jesus fulfill the Law? 
(I) He fulfills the Law in his own erson 

Jesus came to show in li e what it means to g ive 
to God the reverence which is His due, and to give to 
me the respect which is their 

(2 ) He fulfills the law by giving it a greater inwardness . 
coming the law had to do largely with the 

outside of life. 

He takes us into the hidden chambers 
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;i' (3) Jesus fulfills the law by giving it a new positiveness 

He focused our attention, not upon what we are not 
tos;/£ , but what we Goodness, according 
to Jesus, is not the absence of but the 
presence of positive virtues. 

3 . A Fiction Refuted 

A revelant fiction accepted as fact was that righteou 
ness consisted of rigidly keeping the anics of the 
Law. This Jesus flatly refutes! 
-- Note : In the Old Testament itself we find very few 
rules and regulations/ what we do find great, broad 
principles which a man must himself take and interpret 
under God's guidance, and apply to the individual 
situations in life. In the Ten Commandments we find no 
rules and regulations at all; they are each one of them 
great principles out of which a man must find his own 
rules for life. o the later Jews these great principles 
did not seem enough, and so the Scribes wrote an 800 

interpreting these simple laws of God (the 
~---~"""). Late Jewish scholars busied themselves 

ng commentaries to explain the Mishnah . These 
commentaries are known as the twelve printed 
volumes! And all started with ten simple guidelines 
for successful living! Cfl 7 
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[pply : righteous life is not a matte r of following 
rules. It is a matter of followin Go · Some things are 

for the Christian not because they are evil but 
because they keep the Christian from being his ~ -

LLUS: . During December in Santa Fe I saw an 
fashioned wooden Indian standing out in front of a store. 
Suppose I had stopped and visited with that gentleman, '2I 

and suppose I had been of a mind to put temptation be
fore him? I might have said, know how we can make 
some easy money. It is a bit dishonest, but we can get 
by with it. In fact, I might have listed a hundred things 
t hat were wrong and sought to tempt him with them; yet 
to none of them my wooden Indian1would have 
responded. 

I might have decided, "Well, here is a good man. 11 

I might have named many good works that he might 
and yet to those suggestions I would have received 

t he same lack of response. 
Even though that wooden Inaian committed absolutely 

nothing wrong, still he could not be counted as a 
Christian. A lot of the people in Jesus' day had pro
gressed in their religious faith and life to the point 
where that wooden Indian had progressed. 

But they were not righteou in God's sight. They 
were not experiencing the joy of "successful" living. 
The ide Christ offers for this level of living is a law 
that relates to the heart. It is a law that deals 
primarily with what a man..!..§.. 

II. THE OF THE LAW 
18 

-- Note: In our day when situation ethics and moral 
is the theme song of many selfstyled "free

thinkers II this statement of Christ must come as quite a 
shock! 

smallest letter (the ") was like an apostrophe 
and th~ smallest part of the letter 1 was the 
little projecting part of the foot of the letter. Jesus 
says that the Law is so sacred that not the smallest 



detail of it will ever pass away is immutable! 

is 
immutable because: 
L Does Not Change 

al. 3:6 "I am the Lord, I change not . 11 

t 4:25 "Heaven and earth shall pass away, but 
my words shall not pass away. 11 

Why should God change? He is perfect and he 
made us . As our maker only he knows best how we can 
live succ essfully! i.e. Auto manufacturer. Hi s laws 
not given to limit but to free. Jesus, the 
t ruth o ree I 1 

2. Not Change 
-- 3:23 "Can the Et hiopian change his ski n , or the 
leopard his spots? then may ye also do good, that are 
accustomed to do evil? 
- -II.;LUS: Recently a nationally known T. V. newscaster 
concluded his commentary on public scandals by quoting 
a n ancient philosopher who said, 11We need never be 
sur rised at what a man does if we remember man 
is, 
--Apply: nature still requires a clearly defined 
reliable guide for successJul living . 

3 . Do Not Change 
11 The law of the Lord is pe rfec t ... 

statutes of the Lord are rig ht . " 
= ~_iii~ "Law is valuable not because it 
is law, but because it is .right. " 
-- To excuse wrongdoing (ours or other" s) on the 
flimsy excuse that "everybody is doing it 11 is to invite 
d i saste r. The person who would know successful living 
must follow an immutable standard of right ·and wron g. 

This is not a concern only of the religious leader . It 
is a concern of all of us. A heartening indication of thif: 
conce rn is seen in the fact that an editorial on this 
s ubject in the St . Louis Globe-Democrat won the 
Pulitzer Prize for 19 52. After reviewing the corruption 
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and scandals of our day in government and out, the 
editorial closes with these words: 

The time is here for moral regeneration .. . The Roman 
Empire fell, not because it was overwhelmed 
out, but because it decayed from If this is 
appeal for a return to the day-by-day practi ce of old
time religion , and respect for God's moral law , so be it . 
When the moral fabric of a nation begins to unravel, it 
i s time to do some patching before the entire garment 
. I I 1s gone . 

Here is the guide for recovery. It is the immutabl e 
Law of God. 

us is making e simple statement that we are 
measured by the Law - - we do not measure the We 
sit under the judgment of the Law , -- we do not s it i n 
judgment of the Law. We are on trial, not the Law . It 
has proven itself true through the passing of centuries . 
We cannot "break" the Law --it still stands. We can 
only be broken on -the Law. J..-4k--, 

I. It Measures Us On The Basis of What We Do 

2. It Measures Us On the Basis of What We Teach 
s. 19 t each 11 (twice) 

-- cNote : What we teach is important! It is bad to do 
wrong, but worse if in addition we teach others to do 
the same. 11 

3. It Measures Us On the Basis of What We Are 
-- Note: What we do and what we teach what 
we are. And we ara called to be the salt of the earth and 
the light of the world! 

CON: n early days in the West the circuit-riding 
preachers d to swim their horses across the rivers. They 
tell us that when they were crossing swollen and overflow
ing rivers if they fixed their gaze upon the swirling waters 



around them they were likely to become dizzy and, falling 
from their seat, be swept away by the flood. But if they 
fixed their eye upon the trunk of a tree on the bank, or 
upon some mighty rock, or upon the s of a hill or 
mountain, they rode through in safety. 

In the storms of life the law of Go us balance 
and and safety, for we fix our e e, not upon the 
shiftin scene about us, but upon t e ete al laws of God. 
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First Baptist Church 

Sunday Morning Sermon Notes 
January 11, 1998 

A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR SUCCESSFUL LIVING 
Matthew 5:17-20- Pew page 836 

fl Is not Is It 
not Just It But 

strong not Is 
for for IMng. 

I. THE OF THE LAW 
-vss. 17 & 20 

the law making love central, reducing the 613 
laws of the Scribes to the law of for God and 
neighbor. 

1. AFact 

-vs. 17a 
Jesus is no cl{ 

is no 9 _ 1 

2. A i 
-vs. 17b 

(1) He the law in own 
(2) He the law giving it a greater I 

(3) Jesus the law giving it a new v O . 

11* Goodness, according to Jesus, is not the absence of vices, but 
the presence of positive S . 

3. A Fiction . 
-vs. 20 

A prevalent accepted as fact was that righteousness 
consisted of rigidly keeping the a of the 

law. 



A righteous is not matter of following U 
It is a matter of following . Some things are 
wrong for the Christian not because they are evil but because 

they keep the Christian being his b 

II. THE OF THE LAW 
-vs. 18 

Law is immutable because: 
1. G- Does Not Change 

-Malachi 3:6 
24:25 

2. Does Not Change 
13:23 

3. W ro~ Do Not Change 
-Psalm 19:7a & Ba 

III. THE OF THE LAW 
-vs. 19 

1. It Measures Us On the Basis of What We 
19 "Shall - "Shall 

2. It Measures Us On the Basis of What We 
-vs. 19 "Shall (twice) 

3. It Measures Us On the Basis of What We Ace-

For Word lo prolecl us we musl avail ourselves tl 

yourself lo read one each 

1998 you wtll read New 

end of year. 1\ 



First Bap tist Church 

Sunday Morning Sermon Notes 
January 11, 1998 

A RELIABLE GUIDE FOR SUCCESSFUL LIVING 
Matthew 5: 17-20 - Pew page 836 

............................................................................................................................. 

successful Is not Is It 
I not Just It 
l strong not Is 

!__ for. guide.'°' .................................... . 

I. THE ____ OFTHELAW 
-vss. 17 & 20 

the law by making love central, reducing the 613 
laws of the to the law of _____ for God and 

neighbor. 

1. A Fact ____ _ 

-vs. 17a 
is no _ ______ _ 

is no - - ------

2. A Fulfillment ____ _ 

-vs. 17b 
(1) He the law in his own-----
(2) He the law giving it a greater _ ____ _ 
(3) Jesus the law by giving it a new _____ _ 

according to Jesus, is not the absence of vices, but 
the presence of positive _ _ __ _ 

3. A Fiction ____ _ 

-vs. 20 
A prevalent fi.ction accepted as fact was that righteousness 

consisted of rigidly keeping the ------ of the 
law. 



A righteous life is not a matter of following ------
It is a matter of following _____ . Some things are 
wrong for the Christian not because they are but because 

they keep the Christian being his ------

II. THE _______ OFTHELAW 
-vs. 18 

Law is immutable because: 
1. _____ Does Not Change 

3:6 
-Matthew 24: 25 

2. -----Does Not Change 
13:23 

3. ______ Do Not Change 

-Psalm 19:7a & Ba 

III. THE ____ OF THE LAW 
-vs. 19 

1. It Measures Us On the Basis of What We 

-vs. 19 - "Shall do" 

2. It Measures Us On the Basis of What We _____ _ 

-vs. 19 (twice) 

3 . It Measures Us On the Basis of What We _____ _ 

lior Word lo we avail of 

read one llie 

day 1998 and you read 

T end of 



ID ILLUSTRATION DIGEST 
"Stories that feed the mind, touch the heart, move the , 

B"! De.1..Jt'I 
De:,,,t:, 

.A True Story 

The sun was just coming up. The motorcycle officer moved smoothly through 
the quiet Los Angeles suburb on his way in to work. he neared an 
intersection, a red pickup truck sped past without even slowing for the stop sign. 
The officer turned on his flashing lights and radioed the station that he was in 

pursuit of the red vehicle. 

his unit pulled up behind the slowing truck, the officer was thinking, "This fellow is 
probably late for work." Unknown to the officer, the driver of the pickup had just robbed 
an all night grocery store. On beside the driver was the bag with the 
money and the gun he had used. driver was "The cops already." 
He was scared. He rested his hand on the gun. 

truck pulled to the side of the roadway and stopped. The officer parked his 
motorcycle and approached the driver's side of the pickup. He was relaxed, "Good 
morning sir. May I see your ... " He didn't even get to finish his sentence. The driver 
stuck his out of the truck and fired his weapon. The barrel of the gun was only two 
inches away from the officer. The bullet hit the officer in the center of his chest. He was 
knocked to the ground seven feet away. 

For a few moments, all was quiet. Then, to the horror of the gunman, the officer slowly 
stood to his feet. The driver couldn't believe it, "This guy·must be Clark Kent." In shock, 
the policeman slowly began to brush the dirt from his uniform. After two or three 
seconds, the officer regained his wits, pulled his service revolver, and fired two rounds 
into the side of the truck. The first round went through the open window and destroyed 
the windshield. The second round went through the side of the door and ripped into the 
drivers left leg. "Don't shoot," screamed the terrified robber, throwing the gun and the 
bag of money out of the window. 

e officer's life had been spared because he was wearing a bullet proof vest. Vests are 
incredibly strong even though they are only about three-eights of an inch thick. They are 
made of dozens of layers of an extremely tough fabric- ev ar. (continued) 

,. 
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A few months later another officer, ay Hicks, and his partner went to serve a search 
warrant on a well known drug dealer in the city of Inglewood. As his partner knocked, 
Hicks yelled out "Police!" and started to kick down the door. From inside the shabby 
apartment, four slugs were fired through the door. One found its mark. The impact was 
almost exactly where the motorcycle officer had been hit only a few weeks before--
squarely in the center of the chest. 

Later his partner recalled that Hicks said quietly, "I'm hit," and slowly sank to the floor. 
The coroner reported that the policeman probably lived less than a minute. The bullet 
had ruptured an artery; blood to the brain been stopped instantly. 

Police officer Ray Hicks was 27 years old. He left a wife, three children, and a bullet 
proof vest in the trunk of his car parked 30 feet from where he fell. 

Every police officer in Los Angeles believes in bullet proof vests. They work! I doubt you 
could find a policeman anywhere who doesn't believe vests save lives. 

But that is not enough. An officer must do more than believe in vests. He must take his 
belief to the point of personal commitment. He must be willing to wear the vest, and wear 
it at all times. Even it is hot. Even when it uncomfortable. 

And it is not just enough to believe that a man named Jesus lived 2000 years ago. One 
must take his belief to a point of commitment. He must be willing to take his belief to 
the point of "putting on" the Risen Christ, receiving Him as Savior and Lord. 

Bob Vernon, Deputy Chief 
Los Angeles Police Department 

Stewardship 

Ivan the Great was the tsar of all of Russia during the Fifteenth Century. He brought 
together the warring tribes into one vast empire--the Soviet Union. As a fighting man 
he was courageous. As a general he was brilliant. He drove out the Tartars and 
established peace across the nation. 

However, Ivan was so busy waging his campaigns that he did not have a family. His 
friends and advisers were quite concerned. They reminded him that there was no heir to 
the throne, and should anything happen to him the union would shatter into chaos. "You 
must take a wife who can bear you a son." The busy soldier statesman said to them that 
he did not have the time to search for a bride, but if they would find a suitable one, he 
would marry her. 


